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Article 2

Nibley: The Expanding Gospel

the expanding gospel
by HUGH

W

NIBLEY

the

expression expanding gospel is not a contradiction
of terms even the roman catholic authorities concluded after
much thought that the proper business of theology and philosophy is to expand men s knowledge of the gospel while leaving
the scriptures the sacred deposit and source of that knowledge
untouched by the addition or subtraction of so much as a
syllable thus men by the exercise of their intellects may add
to the gospel but god may not but this puts the thunder before the lightning where has god imposed any limits on his
own prerogative of imparting his word to man the scriptural
warnings against adding or subtracting aside from being
limited to specific individual books are addressed specifically
to men no man may add to the scriptures that imposes no
restriction on god but it is men who have expanded and
contracted the scope of the holy writ to conform to their broad
or narrow views of the gospel it is men who have selected
the books that make up the word of god and these men have
not been in agreement the debate has raged for centuries
about certain well known writings and still remains undecided 2
now we are faced by a new and important development A
sizable number of writings have recently been discovered claiming apostolic or otherwise inspired authorship and enjoying
unprecedented antiquity what is to be done with them of
the author of some of the prophecies in the dead sea scrolls
elou writes
Dani
father janielou
danielou
A revelation was made known to him
that the messiah
now what is amazing is that this prophecy
was near
was verified exactly thus between the great prophets of the
old testament and john the baptist he emerges as a new link
second annual faculty lecture brigham young university march 17
1965 dr nibley is professor of history and religion at brigham young university
versity
grabemann
am
ischen methode graz akad
Grab mann die geschichte der Scholast
scholastischen
1m
M grabmann
bousset to newman cambridge
37 0 chadwick from boisset
verlag 1957 1I 1137
iii
university press 1959 chapters iiiii
for a recent treatment of this much treated theme see 01 eissfeldt ein
bingen J C B mohr 1964 pp
ap 2299
tubingen
leinung
leitung in das alte testament tii
Til
3
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in the preparation for the advent of christ he is as michaud
writes one of the great figures of israel s prophetic tradition
it is amazing that he remained so unknown for so long now
that he is known the question arises as to what we are going
to do about this knowledge
why does not this message
then form part of inspired scripture
scripture3
scriptures3

janielou
elou now confronts equally the jewish
says Dani
danielou
and the christian world how can they expand their gospel tc
include the words of a newly found prophet if the new discoveries
coveries only contained exactly what was already known and
accepted there would be no objection to admitting them to the
canon but neither would they have any message for us save
to confirm what is already known but what makes the documents so exciting is that they follow along familiar grooves to

this question

the end and then continue onward into new territory expanding
the confines of the gospel are we to assume that their writers
so strict and upright in their ways and so conscientious in their
teachings are saints as far as we can follow them only to become deluded purveyors of fraud and falsehood the moment
they step beyond territory familiar to us
before reaching a decision on this important head our first
obligation is to inform ourselves as to what it is that these
writings teach over and above conventional jewish and christian doctrine what they teach that is seriously and as a
whole speculative flights and picturesque oddities can be expected in any sizable apocryphal writing and when such are
arc
confined to one or two texts they can be ruled out as serious
doctrine but in working through the newly found documents
one soon becomes aware of certain themes that receive overwh
whelming
elming emphasis and appear not in a few texts but in many
or most of them such deserve our serious attention among
the most conspicuous of these is the matter of a certain council
held in heaven at the foundation of the world where the
divine plan of salvation was presented and received with ac
clamations of joy joined to this we are presented almost invariably with some account of the opposition to that plan and
the results of that opposition around these two themes of the
plan and the opposition a great deal of the old apocryphal
writing revolves but it is in the very oldest records of the race
that we find some of the clearest statements of the doctrine
elou
Dani
danielou
J janielou
tor omega 1957
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which in the oldest fragment of all actually goes under a
recognized label as the memphite theology
the antiquity of the material contained in the so called
shabaka stone of the british museum has been fully demonbously questioned 4 the only puzzle
strated and is today not ser
seriously
iously
to scholars has been how anything so completely thought out
and sophisticated could turn up in what may well be the oldest
known text in existence there is nothing primitive in this
dramatic presentation which was to mark the founding of the
first dynasty of egypt it is divided into two parts a historical
and a theological the former explaining how the kingdom
came to be established and organized after its peculiar fashion
and the latter how and why the world itself was created the
beholder of the drama which was enacted by priests with the
king taking the leading role is never allowed to forget that
what is ritually done on earth is but the faithful reflection of
what was once done in heaven 5 since a number of scholars
today see an unbroken line of succession between the memphite theology and the logos theology of john the shabaka
stone may not be out of place as the starting point in a study
of the expanding gospel 6 but quite aside from that it deserves mention as the earliest and one of the best descriptions
of the council in heaven
all the gods assembled
in the beginning we are told
in the presence of ptah
atah who made a division between horus
and seth and forbade them to quarrel giving each his assigned
portion 7 then for some reason he decided that his first born
horus should be his unique heir and solemnly announced to
the assembled gods pointing to horus 1 I have chosen thee to
be the first thee alone my inheritance shall be to this my heir
the son of my son
the first born opener of the ways a son
gawet
born on the birthday of wep
wawet that is on the new year
bep
the day of creation 8 thus instead of being two portions they
ologie der schabakostein
Schaba kostein
mal memphitimber
schabakostem
denkman
theologia
theologie
memphitischer The
kostem des
K sethe das denkmal
Denk
br museums band xa of unters zur gesch u altertumskunde aegyptens
leipzig 1928 pp
ap 1155
in this as in the pyramid texts it is often impossible to tell whether a
given scene is laid in heaven on earth or in both places L speleers teates
textes des
cercueils brussels 1947 pp
ap xiv xlix
alix
see for example L V zabkar in journal of near eastern studies XIII
dogma tische stellung
Stel lung des honigs
stelling
konigs
p 87 H jacobsohn die dogmatische
1954
kani s in der
ologie der alten aegypter hamburg NY 1939
R anthes in INES
The
tbeologie
theologie
theologia
JNES
pp 169212
169 212
XVIII 1959 ap
shabaka stone lines 7788 in sethe ap
pp 2326
23 26
slines loc 18b in sethe ap
pp 27
32
lines
2732

x1
xl
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were both united under horus while the controversy with seth
was patched up for the duration of the festival 9 the entire
middle portion of the shabaka text is obliterated but from
countless other egyptian sources we know that the conflict
between horus and seth never ceased on this earth the combat
and victory of horus being ritually repeated at every coronation 10 after rites dealing with a baptism resurrection and the
building of the temple at memphis the texts break off completely to resume with a catalogue of ptah
atah s titles as he who
sitteth upon the great throne heavenly father who begot adum
atum
heavenly mother who bore atum
adum the great one the mind and
mouth heart and tongue of the council of the gods the ennead 11 in the heart of ptah
atah was conceived the image
form likeness of atum
adum on the tongue by the word was the
adum great and mighty is ptah
image of atum
atah through whose
mind and word all the spirits were brought forth 12 and
through the mind and word of god all physical members were invested with power according to the doctrine
that he god is as that which is in every body ie the
heart and in every mouth ie the tongue of every god
of every human of every animal of every creeping thing
of whatsoever possessed life for whatever is thought and
whatever is uttered is according to his will the council
of the gods brought forth the seeing of the eyes the hearing of the ears the breathing of the nose that these might
convey information to the heart which in turn became aware
of things to which awareness the tongue gives expression
giving utterance to the mind in such a way were all the
gods brought forth atum
adum and the council of the nine
but the word of god was first that which was conceived
in his mind and then what was commanded by his tongue
in such a way were the spirits brought forth and the hmswt
spirits elected for the provision of all nourishment and
food according to the mind and word of god 13 the best
lines 13c 14c
l4c the case was ritually retried at every coronation in the so
lac
called justification of osiris before the priestly court at heliopolis see R
191f
ap 19lf
anthes in journal of near eastern studies 13 1954 pp
sethe op cit pt 2 ramesseumpapyrus pp
viviory over
ap 9596
virtory
95 96 cf the vertory
seth papyrus louvre 3129 br mus 10252 13
shabaka stone lines 48 52a in sethe pp
ap 46
50
4650
56 on the nature of ptah
ap 50
atah as father begetter
lines 53f in sethe pp
5056
opener etc M S holmberg the god ptag lund gleerup
ap 258gieerup 1946 pp
271
13
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hniswt spirits following sethe s long disinterpretation of hmswt
cussion of the word would seem to be spirits chosen for
specially high callings in particular to have progeny 14 the
spirits having been thus created and a physical basis for
life supplied a law was laid down that he who does what
is good lovable desirable shall be given life to be in a state
of peace or salvation while he who does evil that which is
hateful shall be given death to be in a state of punishment
or condemnation all the works of men all the arts and
crafts the labors of the arms and the goings of the legs the
motion of all the members are subject to this law conceived in
the mind and declared by the tongue of god which law shall
be the measure y1makh
makh of all things
yzmakh
yz magh
all this was done and
nourishment and food and all other good things provided by
god alone and he saw that his work was good 16 and thus
it was that all the gods and all the spirits assembled before the
throne of god the source of all life and joy 17 the king representing osiris who is the dead king his own predecessor goes
through the secret gates in the splendor of the lord of eternity
in the footsteps of re of the great throne to enter the courts
on high and become united with the gods and with ptah
atah the
ancient of days lord of years
in the concluding scene the
earthly king publicly embraces his son and heir declaring his
calling and succession even as the god did in the beginning 18
that the picture actually goes back to menes the founder of
the first dynasty is confirmed right at the beginning of the
pyramid texts in a writing for teti the second king of the
dynasty and immediate successor of menes
spoken by the
great heavens in the midst of the lower hall of geb ie the
temple of memphis as the earthly counterpart of the heavenly
court this is teti my beloved son who sits upon the throne
of geb the principle of patriarchal succession who is well
pleased with him he hath declared him to be his heir in the
presence of the great assembly of all the gods every god hath
acclaimed him joyfully with upraised hands saying worthy is
pleased1919 in the
teti with whom his father geb is well pleased
1

64
ap 62
6264
sethe pp
lines 57f sethe p

65

renders imakh
imaki as

der die bedeutung aller dinge

macht
66 68 notes that the passage
ap 6668
lines 58ff sethe pp

vividly recalls the

biblical creation story
72
ap 70
7072
line 61 sethe pp
ap 73
65fl sethe pp
77
lines 63fl
7377
pyramid texts no 3 we here translate the entire text
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ptah
atah summons the great

assembly they who share the secrets gives them formal
greeting and introduces his son and heir to them who acclaim
him as prince of peace and righteousness shouting for joy 20
the earthly rites reflect the heavenly and the king or noble
announces in his coffin text 1 I am in the human assembly what
he is in heaven 1I am
the seed of atum
adum the issue of him who
gave the names in the day when atum
adum discussed it with the
gods

121
21

babylonian creation text the enuma
eduma elish begins
and ends with the great assembly in heaven As once above it
starts out when the heavens had not yet received their name
st
and the earth below was not known
the creator he of va
vast
intelligence omniscient omnipotent presided over a great
assembly among his brethren the gods 112222 since the purpose of
this version of the hymn is to exalt garduk
marduk of babylon he takes
over the principal functions of creating man and settling the
score with the adversary the most concise statement is on tablet VI then garduk
marduk resolved upon a wondrous work he
opened his mouth and addressed ea his father and told him
of what he had conceived in his heart JI wish to bring blood
and bone together and to organize them into a human being
whose name shall be man let it be his duty to serve the gods
and satisfy them
to provide satisfaction however was bemarduk
Mar duk in order that there be
yond the power of man and garduk
satisfaction proposed a plan to the gods let one of their
race be put to death that humanity might be let one of the
assembled gods be delivered up as a guilty one that they might
subsist 23 but kingu opposed the plan it was he who made

the great

1

aa

A de buck the coffin texts
2a

1I

ileff
illff
lllff

spell

33

cf 11
af
II 6f

spell 76

24
26
2426

spell 79 etc
atum
aburn with adam
ibid 1I 167 spell 39 on the possible identity of aturn
ap 16
fure in btbliotheque
Lefe
21
1621
bibliothque egyptologique XXXV 1913 pp
see E lege
lefebure
lef6fure
lefefure
ar
paris maisonneuve
blonien de la creation
R labat le poeme
2r
Baby lonien
boeme Ba
pp
ap 76f the same situation a great earthly assembly representing the
1935
divine council at the creation of the world is described in early sumerian texts
supplied by E chiera sumerian religious texts crozer theol seminary
babylonian publ vol 1I 1924 pp
ap 29
30 for an old babylonian parallel W
2930
p 163 hittite
G lambert babylonian wisdom literature oxford 1960
ritual texts contain obvious allusion to an assembly of the gods for the purbut the inference that
pose of fixing the fates the scene is laid in heaven
such a gathering of gods was actually enacted in ritual form as in the babylonian festival can hardly be evaded 0 gurney in S hooke ed
ritual
p 108
and kingship oxford 1958
we have not given the lines here
2 16
ap 143
labat pp
14355 tab VI lines 216
in strict sequence the whole text is full of repetition and contamination
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niamat rebel and caused the war but he was defeated and cast
tiamat
garduk and the great assembly gave all the power of
down by marduk
heaven and earth to anu and through hilm
him to garduk
marduk for
carrying out the execution of the plan 21 throughout the earthly
2

rites are a ritual repetition of what was done in the opening
elzsj
etz
elz sJ
ellsh
and
words and title of the hymn
once above enuma
eduma elesh
the affair ends with the admonition that the rites be repeated
at the same place from year to year forever let them rehearse
throughout the ages to come at this spot what god has done
that they may never forget it
for this is the earthly image
great planner full
of that which is done in the heavens
of loving kindness may he forgive their sins and deliver them
by his grace
let us praise his name they who have taken
their places in the assembly to declare his names in the holy
place let them all together proclaim his name 2 though the
texts are full of repetitions contamination overlapping of different versions coming from different times and places the
main themes of the council and the plan recur consistently 2
we know today that the religion of israel cannot be studied
in isolation from that of its neighbors and for many years the
experts have recognized affinities between the documents just
cited and certain biblical texts we have referred to them here
however primarily to forestall the claim commonly made that
the doctrines we are considering are of late even gnostic
origin the newly discovered jewish and christian apocrypha
have so much to say about the council in heaven and the plan
laid down at the foundation of the world that every student
should be aware of the very great antiquity and wide ramifications of the idea according to ben sirach the great assemblies
of israel were the ritual repetition not merely of the gathering
at the foot of sinai but specifically of the great assembly at
the creation of the world when god set before them the
and showed
human race to be a covenant the law of life
them his judgments their eyes beheld his glorious majesty
II baruch the
and their ears heard his voice 27 according to 11
whole plan of the history of the world was set forth in detail
2tab
stab
tab VI 29f the authority is bestowed in tab IV
25tab
105 168 from which we have selected typical expressions
tab VI 105168
2the
athe
the mixed and derivative nature of the text is clear from the declaration in
144 that for us whatever name we call him by he
12 if VII 140
140144
tablet VI 121f
is indeed our god though we have called him by fifty names
2
ben sirach 171113
1711 13
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when the mighty one took counsel to create the world as2s
according to the book of enoch in the beginning the head of
days his head like white wool sat with the son of man beside
him upon the throne of his glory and the books of the living
were opened before him the books of the living being the
register of names of those who were to live upon the earth 292
then the calling or mission of the son and the plan both of
which had been kept secret until then were revealed to the
elect 0 30o it is not too much to say that the dominant theme of
the thanksgiving hymns of the dead sea scrolls is an ecstatic
contemplation of the wonder of man s participation in heavenly
affairs going back to the beginning consider a few lines aror
from
fror
hymn VI or F
11

thou hast

caused me to mount up to an eternal height and to
walk in an inconceivable exaltation and 1I know that there
is a hope for everyone whom thou didst form of dust in the
presence of the eternal assembly and that the sinful spirit
whom thou hast purified of great sin may be counted with the
host of the saints and enter the society of the congregation of
the sons of heaven thou didst appoint unto man an eternal
share with the spirits that know to praise thy name in joyful
unison with them and to recount thy wondrous works in the
presence thereof 31

the

whole point of this is that man actually belongs by prior
appointment to that community of the elect who share in the
knowledge of the plan and who shouted for joy at the foundation of the world in the preceding hymn god is hailed as
prince of the gods and king of the venerable ones and we
must remind ourselves that this is neither a gnostic nor a pagan
production 12 the baffling tenth and eleventh pages of the
manual of discipline come to life in the light of this imagery
to refer their message to prayers at various times of day makes
good sense since as we have noted earthly rites are but the
reflection of heavenly events but if we leave it there much is
left unexplained he has placed them as an eternal treasure
and established for them a share with the saints and has joined
their society to the family of the sons of heaven the council
11

baruch 563
1 I enoch 41 if
11
II

ibid 627
va F
DST VI
v1

473 on the nature of

p hi
iii 19fl
this rendering is that of A
macmillan 1956 p 77
2
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of the church and the assembly of the temple an establishwhich reaches forever into the future
ment lit planting
and the past 33 the word which we have translated as share
above is usually rendered as lot
it occurs seventy six times
in the old testament but it is not the gift of chance but is
rather one s lot in the sense of having been appointed by
god ahead of time if we turn back to the opening lines of
the preceding section of the hymn p x we may see in
prayers at dawn a conscious counterpart of the celestial drama
we are told of god s blessing at the times which he fixed at
the beginning of the rule of light along with his cycles and
in the assembly at the place appointed by him when the watchers of darkness also began the watchers as is well known
were fallen angels here the equivalent of those who first opposed the rule of light at that time the text continues god
opens his treasury and shows his plan the treasury is referred to many times in the apocrypha especially in the hodiyot
scroll as that knowledge which was with god in the beginning and which he imparted to his elect 34 the last word of
the phrase is in code a plain indication that the text does indeed have a double meaning as it goes on to tell us in terms of
lamps in a shrine of the shining ones being received in the
mansion of glory we are even told that the great light of the
holy of holies here actually signifies something else 35
this interpretation is borne out at the beginning of the
clementine recognitions a work having the closest affinities
to the dead sea scrolls in which peter tells of the plan
rio
tio of god which he announced prom
isit as his own
dej
dejmitio
vej
mitio
promisit
promise
definizio
definitio
defini
will and desire in the presence of the first angels and which
he established as an eternal law for all 36 this is from a very
gnostics have preearly and strongly anti gnostic work but the agnostics
served the teaching and given it a characteristic gnostic twist
my father the joyful glorious light says the psalm of
11

11dsd XI 779
DSD
9
11
me
the treasures of wisdom are kept beneath god s throne on high II
baruch 5413 this is the treasury of life on which all the heavenly hosts
depend psalms of thomas 2039 from this chest god took the elements in
the presence of the hosts when the creation of the world was being discussed
alff it is the treasure chamber of the light od solomon 1616
ibid
lerf
nid
aid 203 llff
nis
ben sirach 3917 from it the worthy take the riches of knowledge DSD X 2
Thanki
hanks giving hymn X 23f 29 cf C schmidt das 212 buch teu
teate u
jeu
thankigiving
thanksgiving
feu
iea
lea in texte
untersuchungen VIII
vili p 193 and J leipoldt ed religionsgeschichte des
pp
ap 86 109f
zeit
zelf
zeir weltreligionen
welfreligionen leiden brill 1961
orients in der zelt
DSD X 1133
clementine recognitions 1I 24
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summoned all the aeons
afons of peace the first angels
have here become mere abstractions
abstractionsi all his sons and all the
angels and established them that they might rejoice in his greatit37
ness ie share it
all bowed the knee before him and
sang his praises together hailing him as the illuminator of the
worlds 38 the newly discovered creation apocryphon another
gnostic interpretation tells us that this earth is the result of
on that day began the discussion in
a discussion in heaven
which gods angels and men participated and the decisions
of the discussion were then carried out by gods angels and
understand the power of
men but the prince jaltabaoth did not understandthe
faith and so was denied the authority over matter which
the others shared 39 the power of faith it will be recalled was
the power by which the worlds were created
the unimpeachable orthodox pastor of hermas is quite as
specific
behold god constructing the world in accordance
mss the most honored counwith the great council in some ass
cil
creating the beautiful world and turning it over to
his chosen ones that he might carry out his promise to them
which he gave in the midst of great glory and rejoicing that is
if they keep his laws legitima
legi tima which they accepted in great
faith 40 the mandaean version is interesting because it calls
the creator ptah
atah il combining the archaic egyptian and semitic
names 41 and while giving the familiar account of the great
council adds the important detail that three messengers were
sent down to supervise the work and to instruct adam these
three being glorious angels who were later to live upon the
earth as ordinary mortals and prophets 41
so far we have only mentioned the bare fact of an assembly
in the presence of god at the foundation of the world but even
so it has not been possible to do so without giving some indication of what the business of the meeting was namely the
agreement upon the great plan which is to be the measure
of all things for those who live upon the earth recently J
fichtner has pointed out that the preoccupation with yahweh s
plan is the very core and center of isaiah s thinking and

thomas

thomas 203 iff
ibid 813
Ps of

creation apocryphon 148 17 rendered by H M schenke vom
Theolo gische literaturzeitung 1959 nr 4 p 249
sprung der welt in theologische
pastor of hermas vis 1I iii
Wid engren in J leipoldt p 86
G widergren
widengren
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scholars are now noting that the presence of a heavenly council
from the beginning has been part and parcel of jewish thought
from the earliest times 42 in fact it was concentration on god s
pre existent plan seligmann avers which freed the jews from
preexistent
the danger of falling into the naturalistic fatalism that en43
their
neghbors
gulfed the religions of
oftheir neihbors before the creation
according to 4 ezra even then 1I god had these things in
mind even to the end thereof 44 and at the creation itself
when the most high made the world and adam
he first of
all prepared the judgment and the things which pertain to the
judgment 44 where there is a purpose there is a plan where
there is neither there is only chaos and chance leading to the
naturalistic fatalism of the pagans and the philosophers god
knew enoch tells us before the world was created what is
forever and what will be from generation to generation 45 or
in the words of ben sirach when god created his works in the
beginning after making them he assigned them their portions
he set in order his works for all time and their authority unto
their generations and after this god filled the earth with good
things and then finally created man and gave him a fixed
number of days and gave him authority over all the earth 46
when the plan is discussed we usually hear of a definite
time schedule as part of it with set ages dispensations and
ends carefully worked out and determined ahead of time along
with a definite and fixed number of spirits appointed to go to
the earth in each of those dispensations the so called manual
of discipline has a positive obsession with times and periods as
part of god s plan from god is the knowledge of all that
is and all that will be and before they existed he established
their whole plan makhshevtam and when they exist upon
the earth he prescribes the conditions of their existence according to his glorious plan 47 since god created man according to
his own plan or purpose
says a thanksgiving
hymn
C
C
before thou didst create them thou didst know all their
doings from eternity to eternity 48 this writer often reminds
11

11

ta
t2

16
66
1666

Wissen schaft
alttestamenllsche wissenschaft
zeit schrift f aluestamentliche
J fichtner in zeitschrift

63

1951

54 56
C seligmann in kernmomente pp
ap 5456

IV ezra 770
1 I enoch 3911
ben sirach 162629
171f
1626 29 17lf
DSD 111
III 15
DST 1I 713
7 13 the whole passage is relevant
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us that man was allowed to share in the plan in the wisdom
of thy knowledge thou didst establish their knowledge before
and without thy knowing nothing was done 48
they existed
the battle scroll reminds us that both blessing and cursing are
but the faithful working out of god s plan that a definite day
has been appointed for the overthrow and humbling of the
rule of wickedness and that the saints should never despair in
their time of probation until god gives the sign that he has
completed his test 49 the zadokite documents teach that the
wicked on this earth were those who were not chosen and
called up in the pre existence thus rabin translates a key passage on the subject

for god

has not chosen them from of old from the days
of eternity and before they were established he knew
their works and abhorred the generations when they arose
and he hid his face from the land from their arising or
and from israel until their being consumed and he knows
or knew the years of their existence and the number or
set times and exact epochs of all them that come into being
in eternity or in the worlds and past events even unto
that which will befall in the epochs of all the years of eternity
or the world and in all of them he raised for himself
men called by name in order to leave a remnant for the
land and to fill the face of the universe of their seed and to
make or and he made known to them by the hand of his
anointed ones his holy spirit and shew them or demonstration of truth and with exactitude he set out their
10
names but those whom he hated he caused to stray 50

rabin has taken liberties with the next to last sentence which
as many have pointed out states as clearly as possible that god
has made known the truth to chosen spirits called up in the
pre existence through the holy ghost bestowed by the hand
of his messiah 51
almost always when the plan is mentioned something is said
about its glad reception when the morning stars sang to
504 the main purpose of the
DST 1779
177 9 in gaster s translation p 304
diable to despair because
fiable
battle scroll is to give courage to the sons of light liable
of their defeats by telling them that this sequence of defeats and victories has
been determined from time immemorial Y yadin
badin the scroll of the war of
the sons of light against the sons of darkness oxford univ 1962
p 8
p 6 citing CDC
C rabin the zadokite documents oxford 1954
ii 7ff
aff
cupone
dupone sommer op cit p 65 points out that in this passage we are
dealing with three great divine entities to escape such a conclusion rabin
loc cit puts messiah in the plural and then explains in a footnote that such
a plural form may refer to prophets
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gether and all the sons of god shouted for joy the great
year rites common to all ancient societies are a rehearsal of the
creation usually presented in dramatic form invariably the rites
end with a great and joyful acclamation 12 thus the concluding
lines of the shabaka stone with which we began our story
so all the gods and all the spirits came together to hail
hall
hali god
and they rejoiced before him in his temple
upon his throne
213
115
the source of all good things 215
eduma
and the mesopotamian enuma
elish ends with an exhortation to all men to come to this place
and rejoice and celebrate the festival hailing god for his
wonderful deeds and his loving kindness even as was done
once above 4 in the asmavedha the oldest recorded rites of
india the king is joyfully hailed at the creation as the morning
star a title that often occurs in this connection 55 this is a
reminder that the question put to job where wast thou when
1I laid the foundations of the earth
when the morning stars
sang together and all the sons of god shouted for joy was
not a rhetorical question at all for job is expected to give the
answer for thou kno
knowest
west this is confirmed
right answer
in the testament of job where that prophet says the lord
spake with me in power and showed me the past and future 56
the same writing recommends study of the hymns of job s
daughter designating them as inspired poems the word
it
poema
moema
meaning literally creation owes its prominence as
walter otto has shown to the circumstance that the first poets
were all inspired people who sang one and the same song
namely the song of the creation that was the standard ritual
hymn at all the ancient cult centers where the muses were
housed and the royal year rites rehearsed and performed 57
Jubil ees is to show that
the whole purpose of the book of jubilees
the great rites of israel centering about the temple and the
throne actually originated with the celebration in heaven on
the day of creation is all who were present on that occasion
11

we

eily 4 19
epil
quarterly
51
Quart
have described the situation in western political quaff
1951
521ff
pp
ap 226ff and classical journal XL 1946 52lff
ap 7072
70 72
line 61 in sethe pp
enuma
72 81 108
eduma elish tab VII
113
108113
vil 32f 146 150 VI 7281
nl XLV 1925 287
jnl
W neisser in american oriental soc jal
yill 1900 112
yili
text in jewish quart rev XIII
3
gottlicher
17w
gottliche
dagens
gott
singens und sagens
singenf
W F otto die musen und der gjttliche
sort liche ursprung des sengens
dilsseldorf
k61n E dle
diederich
Die dench 1955
dusseldorfkoln
see the discussion by R H charles the book of juhilees
jubilees
Jubil ees
fes london 1902
li iii
pp 11111
ap
lii
in
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according to 1I enoch took an oath to abide by the proposed
order and then burst forth into a mighty spontaneous shout of
joy 59 like job the psalmist of the thanksgiving hymns is
frightfully downcast until he is reminded that the humble bless
60
thee while the sons of heaven jubilate in eternal glory
thou hast placed the lot of man eternally with the eternal
61
spirits to shout for joy and to tell thy wonders
the
thing to notice here is that man shares fully in these heavenly
jubilations the poet is simply intoxicated with the assurance
that man a mere speck of west dust is allowed not only to
know about the secret councils of the beginning but actually
to share in them not only as a participant but as one of the
directors the words marvellous
marcellous
marv ellous knowledge treasures secrets
counsel intelligence understanding etc occur in constant and
varied association in the scrolls mere man is to be raised up
to join the heavenly hosts
and be among those who know
in the great choir of jubilation 61 who is man that god gives
him intelligence to share in such marvels and lets him know
his true secrets
secrets6262 thou hast given to thy children a rich
portion of the knowledge of thy truth and to the degree of
a man s knowledge will he be glorified 63
this equating of knowledge with glory may lie at the root
of the unique jewish reverence for things of the mind en1I
dowed with intelligence 0 lord 1I have known thee
marcellous
have learned sure and certain things regarding thy marvellous
marv ellous
64
secrets thanks to thy holy spirit
and in the wisdom
of thy knowledge didst thou establish their knowledge before
they existed 6 the same thoughts preoccupy the author of the
that
manual of discipline who also asks who is man
he should take his place before thy face
how can the clay
and the potter sit together or who understands thy wonderful
god66 and he supplies the answer for eternal
plan of god
1117
at6t the
glory he has chosen me and for that he teaches me
way of light itself is the spirit of the understanding of all
the plan
without thee nothing came into existence and
1 I enoch
enach 61610
616 10
CODST
DST XI 25 61
22 24
III 2224
DST 111
12
DST X 4f
af
DST X 28
11 12
DST XII 1112
DST 1I 19
DSD XI 2022
20 22
DSD X 12

6925 27
692527

6- 1
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he instructed me in all knowledge even the battle scroll
recurs to the theme thou hast en graven them speaking of
in
the elect of israel on the tablets of life for kingship
all the promised ages of the eternities 8 hence if it should
happen that the hosts of israel are defeated in battle one seeks
the explanation where job found it in the economy of heaven
the ultimate victory of the earthly hosts is assured by their
close cooperation with the heavenly hosts of which they are
but a local extension
the rule of michael will be exalted
among the angels and the dominion of israel among all flesh
righteousness shall flourish in heaven while all those who
embrace god s truth on earth shall have joy in the knowledge of eternal things so sons of the covenant of god be
i
69
of good courage in the trial which god visits upon you
this was the answer that job received
the oft recurring statement that nothing exists whatever
except in the will and plan of god has led scholars to see a
shabako
connection not only of the dead sea scrolls but of the shabago
stone itself with the gospel of john 70 the suggestion of richard L anderson that the logos in john may sometimes be
translated council deserves closer consideration
in the
beginning was the logos council discussion and the logos
was in the presence of god and god was the logos this was
in the beginning in his presence everything was done determined by it and without it not a single thing was created
recently C N dahl has shown that the early christian conceived of salvation as a counterpart to the beginnings of the
As a divine act of creation conforming to the creaworld
tion of the world eschatology and creation can be linked up
with one another even in this way 71 eschatology that is
cannot be understood without pr otology dahl uses the word
or an understanding of what took place in the beginning before
the foundation of the world the words of the early christian
barnabas might have been taken right out of the dead sea
scrolls praise the lord who put wisdom and intelligence
nous in us for the understanding of his secrets who understands the plan parabolen
par abolen project of the lord save the wise
11

DSW XII 3 see above note 49
Y yadin
ap 8 12 15 237242
badin pp
237 242
see above note 6
in N davies and D daube eschatological background of the new testament cambridge univ press 1956 p 424
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11772
112
we have seen in the
awe
one who knows and loves his lord
2we
lord72
pastor of hermas
hennas that god s plan was promised in the midst
of great glory and rejoicing 1773 the theme is as conspicuous in
the earliest christian writings as in the jewish but after the
fourth century the doctors of both religions rejected it com71
ely 74
pletely
plet
the early christian apocrypha are especially concerned with
the opposition to the plan which was also initiated at the
foundation of the world the combat between the powers of
light and darkness enjoys a very conspicuous place in ritual
world wide creation
being one of the essential episodes of the worldwide
71
drama of ancient times 75
in the scroll entitled the war between the sons of light and the sons of darkness we have
ample illustration of the ritual and doctrinal concern of the
jews for this motif and the quotations just cited from that
work show that the embattled hosts on earth were but a local
71
satan who opposed the plan
version of the war in heaven 76
led a rebellion and was cast out of heaven with his followers
to become an unwilling agent in the carrying out of the plan
der stets das
upon the earth the name mephistopheles
bose will und stets das gute schafft denotes the ultimate
frustration of the evil one who with the worst intent in the
world can only contribute to the exaltation of man by providing the opposition necessary for testing him in the time of
probation upon the earth 77 in the early christian apocrypha
satan s rebellion in heaven begins not with a refusal to worship
god but with his refusal to bow down to adam 1 I have no
1I
need to worship adam he says in one early writing
will not worship an inferior and younger being 1I am his senior
in the creation before he was made I1 was already made it is
rather his duty to worship me when the angels who were
and
under me heard this they refused to worship him also
71
now the prince says the recently
so the revolt was on 78
discovered bodmer papyrus X not being righteous wanted
to be god he had his own counter plan to propose and the

6

ep barnab c 6
above note 40
bove
here is a note on this in migne patrol graeca 1I 1222f note 20
there
S hooke ed
myth ritual and kingship p 8
yad1n
ap 229242
discussed by yadin
cadin pp
229 242
the lord placed belial to carry out his specific task
ibid p 232

this doctrine of the DSS being in complete agreement with the statements about
ibid p 233
belial or beliar in the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha
lives of adam and eve 142f
l42f 15
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apostates of the church actually accept the plan of the serpent
whenever they reject god s plan 79 the two plans represent the
two ways that confront us in life the devil himself having a
definite mission on earth if 1I am a fisherman of men says
the lord in the gospel of the XII apostles a writing which
origen says is older than the gospel of luke 80 the devil is
also a fisherman who catches many in his nets
if I1 have
come to take for my kingdom those who are mine why should
not he do the same
same8181 0 adam cries the evil one upon
meeting him out in the dreary world after the fall 1 I was cast
forth from my glory because of thee and behold 1I have caused
because thou didst cause
thee to be expelled from paradise
me to become a stranger to my home in heaven know thou that
1I shall never cease to contend against thee and all those who
shall come after thee
until I1 have taken them all down into
mes
amente with mea
me
me882
the contrast and choice between the way of light and the
way of darkness is made possible by satan s presence upon
the earth horus has two heads says the famous seventeenth
chapter of the book of the dead the one is truth the other
is sin he gives truth to whoever brings truth to him and sin
he gives to whoever sins 83 the concept of this world as a
double sphere of light and darkness good and evil war and
peace meets us in the earliest meaningful human documents
the prehistoric palette seals standards reliefs on temples
and designs on clay vessels on these we find in dramatic
opposition to the happy and orderly banquet scenes rural charm
and religious processions
professions
process ions opposing scenes of conflict rapine
and military aggression 84 the contrast is shown on the shield
of achilles in the eighteenth book of the iliad and hesiod
hesion
in the eighth century BC reminds his wayward brother that
two ways are always open to man 0 perses the better road
of the two is that of righteousness the hard and narrow one 86
evil upon the earth is not a dreadful mistake as st augustine
7

11

papyrus bodmer X 5412
see E revillout
pair
talis
patrologza
ologia orientalis
patrologia
patrologic
Patr
Revil lout s discussion in patt
orientalia
Orien

2126 9
21269

ibid 2154
Ab baton fol 21a
2 la in E A W
timothy of alexandria discourse on the sabbaton
abbaton
budge coptic martyrdoms
Martyr doms brit mus 1914 pp
ap 240f
kapitel des
Toten buches berlin 1912 p 43
totenbuches
grabow das 17 capitel
fl grapow
A moortgat tammuz berlin de gruyter 1949 treats the theme at

length

490rf
iliad 18 490ff
hesion
iod works and days
hesiod
Hes
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for as the zohar says if god had not given men
a double inclination to both good and bad he would have been
incapable either of virtue or of vice but as it is he is endowed
with a capacity for both 88 all things have their opposites
yeshiva
Ye shira good and bad it is
says the old and mysterious sefer yeshira
the good which is the foil and proof of the bad and vice
versa 89 hence in this world we may live either by the law
of the lord or the law of belial according to the testament
li and though the testament of abraham announces
of naphthalin
naphthali90
naphthali
Naphtha
the alarming news that for seven thousand who walk the road
of perdition there is hardly one soul that takes the path of
91
to find salvation91
righteousness
salvation the presence of the two
ways is a blessing giving man a freedom of choice and opportunity for exaltation that makes him envied of the angels
happy is the man says ben sirach who could have fallen
away and did not fall away who could have inflicted injury
poured out before thee are fire and
but did not do so
water stretch forth thy hand and take thy choice
life and
ireth shall be given
death are before man and that which he des
desireth
02
him 112
this state of things according to fourth ezra was
established when the most high made the world and adam
and is the condition of the contest which every man who is
born upon the earth must wage
the manual of discipline
takes up the theme with zeal
to these two ways all the
children of men are born and to these two divisions they are
heirs every one of them each in his generation and in his time
every man shares more or less in both of them 94 the whole
human race all kinds of their spirits and their natures are
put to the same test each in his own dispensation until the
final appointed end time the real issue is never lost from
sight for satan himself remains actively engaged all man s
afflictions and tribulations are in the dominion of mastema
martema
the devil as a deceiver of men and everything that makes the
thought

87
17

bel ng the exact
being
pec candi
this bei
misera necessitas non posse non peccandi
teaching
ng that men s freedom to choose their own
opposite of the early christian teach
hae reses IV 37 1
way makes them envied by the angels irenaeus contra haereses
zohar 1I 23
yeshiva VI 2f
af
sefer yeshira
naphthalin
Naphthali c 2
test naphthali
quart rev
testament of abraham cited by K kohler in jew quait
ref VII
586
1895
8

10
ben sirach 151417
1514 17 318
31810
IV ezra 7127
DSD IV 15
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children of light to stumble is due to the operations of the
angels of the devil while on the other hand the god of
israel and his true angels will help every son of light for he
created both the spirits of the light and of darkness and
according to them he will determine all the deeds of their life
for a judgment that will last for all the eternities 11159 the
in the presence
main idea of the plan which god laid down
of the first angels for an eternal universal law according to
the clementine recognitions is that there shall be two kingdoms placed upon the earth to stay there until judgment day
and when the world was prepared for man it was so devised
he would be free to exercise his own will to turn to
that
chemor if not to turn to bad things 9
good things if he wanted themor
in the dead sea scrolls and the earliest christian writings this
is expressly designated as the ancient law of liberty 9 7
the didache one of the oldest christian writings known
discovered in 1873
1875 begins with the words there are two
roads one of life and the other of death and there is a great
difference between the two which difference it then proceeds
to describe 98 all the other apostolic fathers so called are concerned with this doctrine but one of the most striking expositions is in the newly found gospel of philip a strongly anti
gnostic work light and darkness life and death right and
left are brothers to one another it is not possible to separate
them from one another in this world that is though in the
next world where only the good is eternal this will not be so
this is the doctrine of the wintertime of the just ie that
while we are in this world men cannot really distinguish the
righteous from the unrighteous since in the wintertime all
trees are bare and look equally dead but when the summertime of the just shall come then the righteous shall bear their
leaves and fruit while the dead limbs of evil trees shall be cast
into the fire loo100 it is another aspect of the plan we believe
DSW 111
III 23 to IV 1
clementine recognitions 1I 24 see our discussion in the world and the
prophets SLC deseret 1954 pp
ap 166
173
166173
khoa kherut of the DSS eg DSD X 6 8 11
the law of liberty khoq
can only be the christian ancient law of liberty discussed in the references
in the preceding note
didache 1I 1 the epistle of barnabas after a brief introduction begins almost the same way
w gospel
10114ff
of philip 101l4ff
10114ff
the classic statement of the doctrine which is very often met with in
slightly altered form through the apocrypha is in the pastor of hermas simil
iii
lil
lii
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that god organized all things in the beginning out of unformed
for the
matter says justin martyr to the jew tryphon
trypho
sake of the human race that they if they prove themselves by
their works to be worthy of his plan having been judged
worthy to return to his presence so we believe shall reign
with him having been made immortal and incorruptible at
the creation they themselves made the choice
and so were
101
iol
deemed worthy to live with him in immortality loi
there are many other areas of doctrine and important rites
and ordinances set forth in the newly found writings and in the
longer known texts which must now be reread and reconsidered
in the light of recent discoveries in time these are bound to
exert some pressure to push out the walls of conventional
christian doctrine but before the student gets involved in them
it would be well to consider one issue which forces itself on
the attention of every serious student of early christianity and
judaism we mean the problem of literalism just how literal
are all these things supposed to be what we have been talking
about implies a different view of reality from that of conventional christianity it introduces as it were a third dimension
into the purely two dimensional pictures given us by scholastic
philosophy and naturalism the great difference between the
primitive church and conventional christianity is that the two
lna
ina
take different things literally loa
the history of christian dogma
has been one long process of accommodation and de eschatology
eschatolog
izing by which one body of belief has been completely displaced
by another eschatological reality being supplanted by sacramental piety the teachings with which we have been dealing
in this paper definitely infer a level of reality above that of the
allegory and symbolism of the schools of rhetoric which became the official teachers of christianity the early christian
scho
schoolmen
horren dum to the schoolman
olmen but the more
literalism was an horrendum
we learn about the early church the clearer it becomes that that
very literalism is the distinctive stamp not only of the christian
religion but of the jewish as well 103 today scholars are being
forced into a compromise A recent study of christ s forty day
ministry concludes
what happened after our lord s resurrection was that he moved constantly back and forth between
1112

justin apology

this

c

10

is seen in the fourth century description of a typical old fashioned

Sozo
men church history 1I log
sohomen
lof
christian in sozomen
H nibley in jew quart rev L 1959
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is
these two spaces or worlds the seen and the unseen there is
another world than this it is not at some remote point in outer
it is the world of the
space it exists side by side with this
104
is
of
this
world
the
and
matter
here a rather surspirit
prising concession to literalism is made only to be promptly
withdrawn as the other world turns out to be only the immaterial spirit world after all in spite of all the pains to
which the lord went as he moved continually back and forth
between the two worlds to make perfectly clear that he was not
a spirit
the earliest christian apologist aristides rejects spiritual
or allegorical interpretations outright when his colleagues at
athens want to introduce them into their religious discussions
if religious stories are mythical he insists they are nothing
but if they the allegorical they are
but just so many words
simply myths and nothing else 10 early christians were not
interested in myths or allegories the youthful clement leaves
the schools of the philosophers in distress because they cannot
answer what he considers the important questions of life when
was the world created what was before that will a man
100
log
death100
really continue to live after death
only peter could answer
such questions and peter opens his discourse by saying to
begin with we say unequivocally that there is nothing bad
107
lor
7this
about material substance athis
this was the absolute antithesis of
the teachings of the schools it was the gnostic intellectuals
who first insisted on de materializing christian doctrine followed by the neoplatonists between those two the attitude of
christian theology to literalism was given its fixed and permaY shows how early they
nent form the bodmer papyrus X
attacked with their basic weapons
they deny the resurrection they are ashamed of the physical birth and death of the
lord 108 the charge is repeated by all the apostolic fathers and
in all the oldest christian apocrypha
christianity wrote
schopenhauer has this peculiar disadvantage that unlike
other religions it is not a pure system of doctrine its chief and

holt in encounter XXIV 1963 89
cohortation
Cohort ajio
aristides apology 137 the same thing in justin cohortatto
cohortatio
atto
Gra ecos
arlo
atio ad graecos
B
c 53
log
309

clem recas
reras 1I 1 1122
ibid
nid
ald
aid IV 23
papyrus bodmer X 5110
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essential feature is that it is a history a series of events a collection of facts 109

if the eschatological drama deals with real rather than allegorical events part of those real events took place long ago
and far away but part of them are actually being acted out
here upon the earth if the saints were
were taught to think of themselves as outcasts in a hostile world it just so happened that
they were outcasts in a hostile world one had only to look
around to see that the pitfalls and dangers were real and
physical as well as spiritual the faithful actually have found
themselves more often than not holing up in the desert places
Ka
of the world E kaesemann
Gottes volk and
esemann s wandernde
Wand ernde gottesvolk
baesemann
when they talked of being gathered out of the world and taking
leave of it they were thinking in the most factual and spatial
terms even those learned doctors of the church who utterly
deplored the old fashioned literalistic ways of thinking constantly slip back to those ways themselves especially in times
of crisis and the spiritual miracles spiritual parousia spiritual
pilgrimage spiritual temple and spiritual jerusalem etc of
olmen never proved very satisfying to the christian
the scho
schoolman
schoolmen
mind which displays a constant tendency to revert to the tangible
article whenever possible even the great doctors prefer the
it110
dinner to the menu when they can get it
lillo
lilio today a return to
literalism is part of the expanding gospel
but there is ambiguity here take for example the business
of light and darkness in the thousands of passages contrasting
the two they are most of the time quite plainly figurative yet
the shining garments of heavenly beings as of jesus at the
transfiguration are real and so is the darkness As every
man s nature in this life is dark says enoch so are also his
iii111 when in the
conception birth and departure from life ili
pastor of hermas the church is described as a tower built above
the water we are told that the tower is a symbol but that the
water is very real no one can enter the typological tower without passing through real water 112 from this we see that rites
and ordinances present an ambiguous situation with some
A schopenhauer essay on the christian system
ap 230ff
nibley op cit note 103
105 pp
secrets of enoch 684
12
pastor of hermas vis 111
III
ill iii v in the same way the hero stands
ili
lii
duty not only symbolically but literally simil
szmil
sim il V i

sentry

1
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things to be taken literally and done literally and others figuratively but in our ancient texts the reader is rarely left in doubt
as to which is which it is only the doctors of the church all
men of the schools who insist on minimizing the literal at the
expense of the allegorical once one comes to understand
origen assures us that the historical parts of the bible are to
be understood symbolically the historical interpretation of the
whole becomes not only expendable but actually misleading
and should be abandoned altogether11
altogether11
the mixing of types and images with reality is of the very
essence of our life upon the earth where we see through a
glass but darkly in the scriptures and the apocrypha we are told
of things that are real and yet too wonderful for us even to
imagine here let alone describe we simply can t conceive them
eye hath not seen not ear heard neither hath entered into the
1 I cor
heart of man the things which god hath prepared
29 consequently if these things are to be mentioned at all
it must be in terms of types and images which are not real yet
the types and images are not for that reason to be despised
A valuable commentary on this theme is supplied in the newly
discovered gospel of philip
truth did not come into the
world naked but she came clothed in types and images one
cannot receive the truth in any other way
11510 12 the
1151012
solid reality behind the images can only be known by apocatastasis or restoration to a former state 1151518
11515 18 if people
do not receive the ordinances here we are told they will not
enjoy the real thing hereafter
12118
12118 marriage for
example has a different form in the next world to what it has
here 1246
124699 but only by entering it here will one be allowed
to enter it there
if anyone does not receive it while he is in
this world he will not receive it in the other place
13467
13467
so it is with all the ordinances he who has not mastered the
places here will not be able to be master of that place
12433 36
1243336
the mysteries of the truth are revealed as types
and images here while the veil conceals how god really
governs the physical creation
13220 25 the rending of
1322025
the veil is not the abolition but the revelation of what is behind it in order that we might enter into the truth of it
we enter in our weakness through despised symbols 153
133
135
13311
1

141
14144
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ill but enter we must for who does not receive the light
through these ordinances will not receive it in the other place
while he who does receive it cannot be held back and will be
beyond the reach of all his enemies even in this world and
when the time comes for him to go out of this world he has
already received the truth in the images
1346 13
134613
if one makes a sketch of a mountain what is it A few lines
on a piece of paper but there is a solid reality behind this poor
composition even if the tattered scrap is picked up later in a
street in tokyo or a gutter in madrid it still attests to the
artist s experience of the mountain as a reality if the sketch
should be copied by others who have never seen the original
mountain it still bears witness to its reality so it is with the
apocryphal writings most of them are pretty poor stuff and
all of them are copies of copies but when we compare them
we cannot escape the impression that they have a real model
behind them more faithfully represented in some than in
others ali
ail
alt
all we ever get on this earth paul reminds us is a
distorted reflection but it is a reflection of things that really
are since we are dealing with derivative evidence only we are
not only justified but required to listen to all the witnesses
no matter how shoddy some of them may be for years the
evidence of the egyptians greeks babylonians etc has been
defutation of the bible s claims
brought into court as powerful refutation
to originality and inspiration their voices do indeed refute the
claims of conventional christianity to the absolute originality
and exclusive inspiration of the bible but the bible itself
nev
never made such claims 115 what the outside texts prove is the
nevermade
antiquity and universality of the gospel and its central position
in the whole history of civilization it is not a local or tribal
tradition on the one hand nor is it the spontaneous expression
of evolving human intelligence on the other but is the common
heritage of all ancient civilizations battered corrupted and
distorted in most cases to be sure but always recognizable in
its main features and much too ingenious and elaborate to be
the product of independent discovery 116
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1962
have discussed this in the improvement era LXVII
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chaps vii and viii develops this theme
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but what are we to make of pagans possessing the gospel

and that from the most ancient times we did not say they had
it but only that their records testify to it if we examine those
records we soon discover that all their authors possess are
mere fragments which they do not pretend to understand for
them all those elements of the gospel which fit so perfectly
into the account of things given in the story of the redemption
are but distant traditions shattered remnants of a forgotten
structure completely mystifying odds and ends that once meant
something but whose meaning can now only be guessed at this
attitude to the heritage of the past may fairly be called the basic
mood of egyptian religion in the seventeenth chapter of the
book of the dead to which we have already referred the quesand fourteen
tion is regularly
regu arly asked what does this mean
reguarly
times when an answer is supplied it is with the reservation that
others say it means something else from the earliest times
the impression made on the modern mind by the egyptians
according to 1I ES edwards is that of a people searching in
the dark for a key to truth
reta
illing all lest perchance the
retaining
appropriate one should be lost 117 they know there is a key
that is but they also know that they do not have it it would
be easy to show that the keynote of the literature and religion
of all ancient people who have left us their records with the
exception of israel is one of pessimism and despair we would
only have to quote the authors of the standard literary histories
lis israel escaped both
ils
of the various nations to make that clear 118
that pessimism and fatalism by being constantly reminded by
the prophets of the great preexistent
pre existent plan that lies behind
everything that happens this we believe to be the most significant element in the expanding gospel
11

m1 E

ap 27f
edwards the pyramids of egypt penguin books 1952 pp
an excellent illustration is W G lambert s introductory essay in his
babylonian wisdom literature oxford univ 1960
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